
 

Montessori Method Waldorf Method 

Centres for children to learn at (e.g. math center) 

 

Manipulatives are specific to their program and tend to be expensive. 

 

Very strongly emphasizes hands-on learning style. 

 

Encourages early learning. 

 

It was developed for special needs children and has a humanistic foundation to 

why they do certain things and why they do not. 

 

 

Emphasize music and art. 

 

Teach science to the young. 

 

Teach through play. 

 

Delay academics 

 

Ignore/avoid  use of technology or at least de-emphasize it. 

 

Student makes own discoveries and generates their own notes (e.g. based on facts 

and feelings). 

 

Act out & “experience” myths, legends, etc.. 

 

Foundation/goal is to seek to transform oneself spiritually and awaken one’s 

potential. 

 

Compared to the “Peppermint Stick” 

Method 

ABOUT CENTRES: My seasoned and old-fashioned grade 3 teacher introduced me to the idea of centers as a child and I loved them! When I was only teaching 

my first few children, we chose to have centers too but they were a little different. Our oldest child (and a few other ones) was a mechanically-gifted/hands-on 

learner. We tried to incorporate hands-on learning for each subject so that it wasn’t all about written work. I still had preschooler(s) around so my manipulatives 

had to be stored out of reach until used with a lesson. But we put pockets on our walls or doors or side of a piano as different stations with large colourful labels 

saying “Math Centre”, “Building Centre”, “Reading Centre”, etc. and stored student books or flatter items in those pockets while the more chunky or larger items 

were stored in a cupboards. Children went around from centre to centre at least getting their things for each subject, if not also moving their chairs. It was a lot of 

fun! As space decreased with more children, it wasn’t as easy to have centres. I still store some of my subjects on shelves or cupboards like a “centre” for me. 

One subject where centre-based curriculum really works extremely well is creative writing! Check our creative writing curriculum in our online shop for those 

resources! The pages are taken out and put on a presentation board that can be stored alongside furniture and taken out as a centre with lessons tucked inside the 

board’s envelopes.  

Our curriculum is flexible enough that you could teach it at a desk/table or outdoors or in a center-based format – however you want to set it up. ☺ 

 

MANIPULATIVES: Our family still uses purchased or natural-based manipulatives or hands-on learning with our children as they follow along with PSLC 

lessons. A difference though to note is that while we suggest some of our favourite types of manipulatives, often these are items that YOU already have in your 

own home (or are easily purchased). We think these ordinary things work just fine! If you want to know what sort of manipulatives we like and what can be done 

with them, go to the webpage for “Our Twist on Math” for a free download. 

 



 A BALANCE: “Peppermint Stick” has a large portion of lesson work that uses either hands-on, experience-based, or visual methods. But we also believe in a 

balance of having written and oral components. So it cannot be called just a “hands-on” approach because we think that a combination or variety of hands-

on/visual/experiential, written, and audio/oral to be more appropriate. 

 

 

“SPECIAL NEEDS”: In designing “Peppermint Stick” curriculum, we have tried to be aware of exceptional children who are homeschoolers. (One of our 

personal reasons for homeschooling is due to a medical issue that is better addressed in a home setting.) For more about teaching “special needs” students and 

PSLC, go to this link. 

 

Our response to the foundation of Montessori philosophy: With hands-on items, we’re quite general in our supply lists and would feel that nothing is really that 

significant about the specifics of certain colours, shapes, etc.. While I did well in my university psychology class, I never felt that psychology had much benefit to 

education. My opinion is generally to avoid psychobabble and I really don’t care to design my curriculum around that stuff. I’d rather design it around real life 

and being with children, listening to what they think about the helpfulness of a resource. We are also not humanistic in our worldview. The part we take from 

methods like these is simply that hands-on learning can fun and effective and that centres can be a useful option too. 

 

 

VISUALS – The “Peppermint Stick” style encourages students to post visuals such as posters, school projects, etc. on a bulletin board or wall, etc. because it is an 

easy way of teaching/reminding students who are passively just standing there. (My favourite spot to put a poster is on a bathroom door so it can be seen while 

waiting in the line-up!) If you choose or make your visuals carefully with purpose, you can save a lot of time in reviewing an idea with your children because the 

visual aid does that for you. Plus it helps you (mom) to remember what something is – we all get mind-blanks at times but charts, diagrams, and posters help for 

quick recall.  

Our curriculum currently does not provide ready-made colourful posters. BUT sometimes, there is an assignment to make a poster or to post something from the 

lesson on a wall (e.g. reading). You don’t have to do that, of course, but it is suggested that you do try this method for a portion of “schoolwork”. 

  

MUSIC– There is an optional song list(s) in our early reading curriculum for those who want to add to the reading program in that manner. We do not often add 

music to curriculum but occasionally it might appear. The French curriculum we sell has occasional music (simple songs) to reinforce vocabulary and interest. 

We don’t emphasize music since that topic often has a lot to do with personal taste. 

 

ART - There are artistic things to do with some of the PSLC lessons in social studies, science, penmanship, even math, etc..  It is a nice way to reinforce concepts 

and skills. However, our twist on art is a little different. 

 

TECHNOLOGY AND MULTI-MEDIA – We do encourage you to supplement lessons with multi-media on occasion but it is optional. We definitely teach 

research skills and suggest that the internet is used for some of it but you could research printed material instead. If you wanted to use our curriculum but didn’t 

have a T.V. or internet connection, it would be easy enough to do. Most of our first editions of curriculum books were designed when we were living in a “black 

hole” for cell signals, a computer  with a dial-up internet connection that couldn’t download photos in e-mails from friends (we had to go to the town library to 

get those), took all night or more to upload our website if we made any changes while making our telephone off-limits during those hours, and we had rabbit ears 

for our T.V. so we could see occasional news/weather or the “Peep, Quack, and Chirp” show on a fuzzy screen. Now with EMF sensitivity in our family, we 

carefully think even more often about how much technology to use. 

Yet we believe that both computer skills and internet skills are important ones to teach your children as they grow in maturity in knowing how to use these things 

as tools.  

 

EARLY LEARNING: The “Peppermint Stick” approach encourages early learning – with play, with real life, and with academics.  



GENERATION OF OWN NOTES: While some of our resources for junior/senior grades have suggested copywork for summary notes, some Peppermint Stick 

curriculum for grades 5-8+ are guided less and may be prompted to write their own factual notes in a notebook (or on posters, timelines, in projects, etc.) as a 

technique to develop more independent study habits and notetaking skills. Those curriculum titles often use the word “Outlines” for this reason since we don’t 

wish to spoon-feed these eager and capable students! But nor do we want to shock them into full independence, thus, we blend the two approaches of guidance 

with provision of notes along with guidance with a push to produce one’s own notes in the junior/senior levels. 

 

Our response to the foundation of Waldorf philosophy: “Peppermint Stick” curriculum does not promote the spirituality/religious aspects of the Waldorf 

philosophy of human development. The owners of PCLC believe that God is the Only One who has the ability to transform a person spiritually and that to teach 

otherwise is to deceive children into thinking that they are a god instead. (Some Bible verses that describe our Biblical worldview on this topic include Isaiah 40, 

43:10-11, 45:22, Acts 4:12, 14:11-17). We also avoid the use of fairy-tales and mythologies in our curriculum since we do not find them of much value.   

  


